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Abstract 

A preferential fuzzy subgroup is an equivalence class of fuzzy 
subgroups under preferential equality. In this paper, we determine 
conditions under which preferential equality of fuzzy subgroups is 
preserved by fuzzy intersection, product, sum and quotient. Examples 
are given to illustrate the necessity of such conditions ensuring 
preferential equality. 

1. Introduction 

An equivalence relation on the set of all fuzzy subgroups of a group 
which naturally generalizes equality of crisp subgroups has been proposed in 
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the literature [8], [3] and [14]. We call such an equivalence relation 
preferential equality and an equivalence class of fuzzy subgroups, a 
preferential fuzzy subgroup. It was used in the classification of fuzzy 
subgroups of finite abelian groups. The very first paper [10] and the 
subsequent papers ([12], [7], [1], [4], [5] and others), dealing with properties 
of fuzzy subgroups relied heavily on the lattice properties of membership 
values in a simplistic way, inter alia, exploiting the “sup-min” operator. For 
instance, the intersection of two fuzzy subgroups μ and ν is given by 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( );ggg ν∧μ=ν∧μ  the sum is given by ( ) ( ) =ν+μ g  

( ) ( )( ),21
21

gg
ggg

ν∧μ∨
=+

 for ,Gg ∈  etc. This lattice theoretic approach 

does not throw light on group operation of fuzzy subgroups. 

Also, the alternative route of the study of fuzzy subgroups through their 
α-cuts, as found in the literature, for instance [2], [7] and [1], suffers from at 
least two weak points. (i) When one considers an α-cut of a fuzzy subgroup, 
that α may or may not belong to the image set of the membership function. 
For several values of α in the unit interval, the α-cuts may be the same. (ii) 
Even when 1α  and 2α  are two consecutive membership values of a fuzzy 

subgroup, with 21 α>α  say, the analysis of α-cuts fails to reveal the number 

and nature of subgroups that contain 1α -cut and are contained in 2α -cut. 

That is the α-cuts of a fuzzy subgroup may not form a maximal chain in the 
lattice of subgroups. The motivation for studying fuzzy subgroups through 
pinned-flags, see Section 2 for a definition, is to address the above weak 
points and take a new stand-point. We recall that a pinned-flag is a pair (flag, 
keychain) where a flag is a maximal chain of subgroups and a keychain is 
precisely the membership values. 

It was observed in [9] that the operations of intersection and direct sum 
of fuzzy subgroups do not preserve the preferential equality and some 
examples were provided to illustrate this fact in that same paper. As a 
consequence, the complete characterization of these operations in terms of 
preferential fuzzy subgroups was left open. We take up such a study in this 
paper. 
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In Section 2, we gather all the preliminaries such as equivalence of fuzzy 
subgroups, equivalence of pinned-flags and fix notation. We prove that there 
is a one-to-one correspondence between preferential fuzzy subgroups and 
equivalence classes of pinned-flags. In Section 3, conditions are developed 
for preservation of preferential equality by intersection and product of two 
fuzzy subgroups. Similarly, Section 4 deals with the operations of sum of two 
preferential fuzzy subgroups and quotient of a preferential fuzzy subgroup. 

2. Preliminaries 

We use [ ],1,0I =  the real unit interval as a chain with the usual ordering 

in which ∧  stands for infimum (inf) (or intersection) and ∨  stands for 
supremum (sup) (or union). A fuzzy subset of a set G is a mapping 

.: I→μ G  The union, intersection of two fuzzy sets, and complementation 

of a fuzzy set are defined using sup and inf pointwise, and μ−1  operator 

pointwise, respectively. We denote the set of all fuzzy subsets of G by ,GI  

[13]. Throughout this paper, we take G to be a finite abelian group and 0G  

to be the trivial subgroup { }.0  Almost all results of this paper are applicable 

to any finite group, abelian or not, with normality condition on the 
components of any maximal chain of subgroups. By an α-cut of μ for a real 

number α in I, we mean a subset ( ){ }α≥μ∈=μα xGx :  of G. A fuzzy set μ 

is said to be a fuzzy subgroup if ( ) ( ) ( )yxyx μ∧μ≥+μ  for all Gyx ∈,  and 

( ) ( )xx −μ=μ  (see [1], [7], [4]). In this paper, we assume ( ) .10 =μ  From this 

assumption, we notice that the only admissible fuzzy subgroup of the trivial 
group is ( ) .10 =μ  By core and support of μ, we mean the crisp subsets of G 

given by ( ) ( ){ }1: =μ∈=μ xGxcore  and ( ) ( ){ },0:supp ≠μ∈=μ xGx  

respectively. 

We now recall from [8] that an equivalence relation of two fuzzy 

subgroups ~ on GI  is defined as νμ ~  if and only if the following two 

conditions are satisfied: 
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 (i) ( ) ( )yxGyx μ>μ∈∀ ,,  if and only if ( ) ( ),yx ν>ν  

(ii) ( ) 0=μ x  if and only if ( ) .0=ν x  (2.1) 

We call the above equivalence relation preferential equality and denote it by 
νμ ~  and the equivalence class containing μ is called a preferential fuzzy 

subgroup and is denoted by [ ].μ  Throughout this paper, we refer to 

preferential equality as equivalence. Thus two equivalent fuzzy subgroups 
have the same set of α-cuts. We refer the reader to [9] for results on flag, 
keychain and pinned-flag, and state their definitions here. By a flag C  on G, 
we mean a maximal chain of subgroups of the form 

{ } .0 210 GGGGG n =⊂⊂⊂=  (2.2) 

We call various iG ’s the components of the flag .C  By a keychain ,  we 

mean an ( )1+n -tuple ( )nλλλ ...,,, 10  of real numbers in I of the form 

,01 210 ≥λ≥≥λ≥λ≥λ= n  (2.3) 

where iλ ’s are not all necessarily distinct. The iλ ’s are called pins. The 

length of keychain  is .1+n  The minimum content of the keychain ,  

denoted by ( ),minco  is defined as { }.0,0:inf ≠λ≤≤λ ii ni  Similarly 

the maximum content, denoted by ( ),maxco  is defined as { ,0:sup nii ≤≤λ  

}.1≠λi  In general, ( ) ( )mincomaxco ≥  (the only exception being when 

the keychain has only 0’s and 1’s). ( ) =maxco  ( )minco  only if there are at 

most three pins. By a pinned-flag on G, we mean a pair ( ),C  of a flag C  on 

G and a keychain  from I, written as follows: 

.21
21

1
0 nnGGGG λλλ ⊂⊂⊂  (2.4) 

We call i
iGλ  for ,...,,1,0 ni =  the ith component of the pinned-flag. 

With any pinned-flag ( ),,C  we can associate a fuzzy subgroup 

{ }.0: ni
iGi ≤≤χλ∨=μ  It is easily checked that μ is a fuzzy subgroup of 
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G and further μ is unique with respect to the pinned-flag ( ).,C  Conversely, 

suppose μ is a fuzzy subgroup of G with α-cuts GGGG k =⊂⊂⊂ 21  

and the corresponding membership values kλ>>λ>λ 21  in I. By 

refining the chain GGGG k =⊂⊂ 21  to a maximal chain C  of subgroups 

and in the process repeating certain iλ ’s if necessary, we get a pinned-flag 

( ),C  associated with μ, not necessarily unique, where  is the keychain 

whose pins are iλ ’s with repetitions as the case may be. 

The next discussion describes the relationship between fuzzy subgroups 
and pinned-flags under the equivalence defined above. 

Proposition 2.1. Let μ and ν be two fuzzy subgroups that are preferential 

equal and let μ have the pinned-flag nnGGG λλλ ⊂⊂⊂ 10
10  and ν have 

the pinned-flag .10
10

mmHHH βββ ⊂⊂⊂  Then mn =  and for each i, iλ  

repeats im  times if and only if iβ  repeats im  times. 

Proof. It is easily shown that mn =  using the Jordan-Holder Theorem. 

Now assume iλ  repeats im  times. Consider the pinned-flag of ⊂μ λ0
0: G  

nimi
i

i
i

ii
nmimiii GGGGGG λλ

+
λ

−+
λλ

−
λ ⊂⊂⊂⊂⊂⊂⊂⊂ +−

111
11  with 

ii λ>λ −1  and .imii +λ>λ  We first claim that .11 −− = ii HG  Suppose the 

claim is false. Then there exist 11 −− −∈ ii HGx  and ,11 −− −∈ ii GHy  by 

maximality of the chains of subgroups, such that ( ) ( )yxi μ>μ=λ −1  and 

( ) ( ).1 xy i ν>β=ν −  But by equivalence, ( ) ( ).yx ν>ν  Thus we have a 

contradiction. Hence .11 −− = ii HG  Similarly, .11 −+−+ = ii mimi HG  

Next, we show that if ,1 ii λ>λ −  then .1 ii β>β −  The first claim implies 

that .11 −− = ii HG  If ,1 ii β=β −  let 1−−∈ ii HHa  and .21 −− −∈ ii HHb  

Then ( ) ( ),1 ba ii ν=β=ν=β −  implying ( ) ( )ba μ=μ  with .1−∈ iGb  So ( )bμ  

,1 ii λ>λ≥ −  implying ( ) .ia λ>μ  Thus ,11 −− =∈ ii HGa  a contradiction. 

Therefore, .1 ii β>β −  
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Finally, we show that for any ,1−+∈ imiHz  we have ( ) iz β≥ν  and for 

,1−+∉ imiHz  we have ( ) .iz β<ν  Now suppose there exists 1−+∈
imiHz  

such that ( ) ( ) 1−+β=ν>ν=β
imii zy  for .1−−∈ ii HHy  Then ( ) ( )zy μ>μ  

iλ≥  by equivalence. This implies .11 −− =∈ ii HGy  Therefore, ( ) 1−β≥ν iy  

( ),yi ν=β>  an absurdity. Thus, for all ,1−+∈ imiHz  we have ( ) .iz β≥ν  

Suppose 1−−∈ jj HHz  for .1−+≤≤ imiji  If ( ) ,iz β>ν  then ,ij β>β  

which is a contradiction. Hence ( ) .iz β=ν  Since ,imii +λ>λ  we have 

imii +β>β  by an earlier part of the proof. This shows that iβ  repeats im  

times. Similarly for the converse. This completes the proof. 

The above proposition leads to 

Definition 2.2. Consider two pinned-flags as given below: 

( ) ( ) ,:,,:, 1010
10221011 mn mn HHHGGG βββλλλ ⊂⊂⊂⊂⊂⊂ CC  

 (2.5) 

where .100 =β=λ  We say ( )11,C  is equivalent to ( ),, 22C  and write 

( ) ( ),,~, 2211 CC  if and only if: 

  (i) ;mn =  

 (ii) ji λ>λ  if and only if ji β>β  for ;,0 nji ≤≤  

(iii) if 1+λ>λ ii  or ,1+β>β ii  then ii HG =  for ;1...,,1,0 −= ni  

(iv) 0=λi  if and only if 0=βi  for .,1 nji ≤≤  

With the definition above, we have 

Theorem 2.3. Let μ and ν be the fuzzy subgroups associated with the 
pinned-flags ( )11,C  and ( )22,C  given above, respectively. Then ( )11,C  

( )22,~ C  if and only if .~ νμ  
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Corollary 2.4. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
preferential fuzzy subgroups and the equivalence classes of pinned-flags on 
any finite abelian group G. 

The above result enables us to reduce the study of preferential fuzzy 
subgroups to that of pinned-flags. 

3. Intersection and Product Under Equivalence 

In [9], it was shown that the operation of fuzzy intersection does not 
preserve preferential equality. Similar examples showing that the fuzzy 
product does not preserve preferential equality can be exhibited. In this 
section, we study conditions under which these operations preserve 
preferential equality. 

Note: If  is a keychain of μ, then we find it convenient to write 
( )μmaxco  ( )( )μmincoresp.  for ( )maxco  ( )( ).minco resp.  We define the 

product ν×μ  by ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),, yxyx ν∧μ=ν×μ  see for instance [12]. For the 

rest of this paper, we assume that any keychain used has at least two distinct 
pins. 

Proposition 3.1. Let 1~ μμ  and 1~ νν  with ( ) ( )μ<ν mincomaxco  

and ( ) ( ).mincomaxco 11 μ<ν  Then 11~ ν∧μν∧μ  and .~ 11 ν×μν×μ  

Proof. Let ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).yx ν∧μ>ν∧μ  First, suppose ( ) ( ) .0>ν∧μ y  

Case (i). Assume ( ) ( ).yy μ≤ν  Since ( ) ,0>μ y  we have ( ) .01 >μ y  Also, 

( ) 1≠ν y  implies ( ) .11 ≠ν y  Thus ( ) ( )yx 11 ν>μ  by the maxco-minco property 

of the hypothesis. By equivalence, ( ) ( ).11 yx ν>ν  Hence ( ) ( ) >ν∧μ x11  

( ) ( ).11 yν∧μ  

Case (ii). Assume ( ) ( ).yy ν<μ  We must have ( ) 1=ν y  otherwise the 

maxco-minco property is violated. Thus ( ) .11 =ν y  By equivalence, 

( ) ( ).11 yx μ>μ  Also, ( ) ( )yx μ>ν  implies ( ) ( )xx 11 ν==ν  by the maxco-

minco property. Hence ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).1111 yx ν∧μ>ν∧μ  
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Second, if ( ) ( ) .0=ν∧μ y  Using equivalence, it follows easily that 

( )( ) ( )( ).1111 yx ν∧μ>ν∧μ  Clearly, ( ) 0=ν∧μ x  if and only if ( )x11 ν∧μ  

.0=  Thus .~ 11 ν∧μν∧μ  

For the product, the proof follows mutatis mutandis. 

Example 3.2. Let 12Z=G  and define νμμ ,, 1  and 1ν  by their pinned-

flags, respectively, as follows: 

,0: 0
12

31
6

21
3

1 ZZZ ⊂⊂⊂μ  and .0: 0
12

51
6

43
3

1
1 ZZZ ⊂⊂⊂μ  

,0: 201
12

41
4

103
2

1 ZZZ ⊂⊂⊂ν  and .0: 151
12

121
4

101
2

1
1 ZZZ ⊂⊂⊂ν  

Clearly, 1~ μμ  and 1~ νν  and ( ) ( )μ<ν mincomaxco  and ( ) <ν1maxco  

( ).minco 1μ  It is easy to see that ν∧μ  is given by ⊂⊂⊂ 201
6

103
2

10 ZZ  

0
12Z  and 11 ν∧μ  is given by .0 0

12
151

6
101

2
1 ZZZ ⊂⊂⊂  Thus ~ν∧μ  

.11 ν∧μ  We also observe that the maxco-minco property does not 

necessarily lead to trivial cases as ν∧μ  is neither equal to nor equivalent to 

any of the given fuzzy subgroups. 

Now suppose that 1~ μμ  and 1~ νν  such that all 4 fuzzy subgroups 

have the same flag. It still does not follow that fuzzy intersection and fuzzy 
product preserve preferential equality. See the example below. 

Example 3.3. Let 12Z=G  and define νμμ ,, 1  and 1ν  by their pinned-

flags, respectively, as follows: 

51
12

31
6

21
2

10: ZZZ ⊂⊂⊂μ  and ,0: 41
12

65
6

87
2

1
1 ZZZ ⊂⊂⊂μ  

0
12

21
6

21
2

10: ZZZ ⊂⊂⊂ν  and .0: 0
12

43
6

43
2

1
1 ZZZ ⊂⊂⊂ν  

Clearly, 1~ μμ  and .~ 1νν  But ( ) ( )6,021310,2 ν×μ=<=ν×μ  

while ( ) ( ).6,043650,2 1111 ν×μ=>=ν×μ  Similarly, for the fuzzy 

intersection.  
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However, we have 

Proposition 3.4. Let 1~ μμ  and 1~ νν  such that all 4 fuzzy subgroups 

have the same flag. Suppose also that the keychain of each fuzzy subgroup 
has no repeating nonzero non-unit pins. Then 11~ ν∧μν∧μ  and ~ν×μ  

.11 ν×μ  

Proof. We prove the proposition for the intersection, then the product 
follows similarly. Let ( ) ( ).yx ν∧μ>ν∧μ  Suppose first that ( ) ( ).yy ν≤μ  

By equivalence, ( ) ( ).11 yx μ>μ  Let nHHH ⊂⊂⊂ 10  be a flag for all 

4 fuzzy subgroups. If ,1−−∈ ii HHy  then jHx ∈  for .ij <  Thus ( ) ≥ν x1  

( ).1 yν  If ( ) ,0≠μ y  then ( ) 0≠ν y  which implies ( ) .01 ≠ν y  So if ( ) =ν x1  

( ),1 yν  then ( ) ( )yx 11 1 ν==ν  by hypothesis. Therefore, ( ) ( ) >μ≥ν xx 11  

( )y11 ν∧μ  which implies ( ) ( ).1111 yx ν∧μ>ν∧μ  The same result is 

obtained if ( ) ( ).11 yx ν>ν  If ( ) ,0=μ y  then ( ) 01 =μ y  by equivalence, thus 

it is immediate that ( ) ( ).1111 yvx ∧μ>ν∧μ  The same result is obtained if 

( ) ( ).yy ν≥μ  This completes the proof as the result on supports is obvious. 

Analogously 

Proposition 3.5. Let 1~ μμ  and 1~ νν  such that all 4 fuzzy subgroups 

have the same flag. Suppose also that ji β=λ  if and only if ,ji β′=λ′  where 

jjii β′βλ′λ ,,,  are pins in the keychains of ,,,, 11 ννμμ  respectively, for 

....,,1,0 ni =  Then 11~ ν∧μν∧μ  and .~ 11 ν×μν×μ  

Proof. The proof is easy and is thus omitted. 

If the keychains do contain repeating pins, then we have the following: 

Proposition 3.6. Let 1~ μμ  and 1~ νν  such that ki β>λ  if and only 

if ki β′>λ′  and ki β<λ  if and only if ,ki β′<λ′  where iiii β′βλ′λ ,,,  are 

pins in the keychains of ,,,, 11 ννμμ  respectively. Then 11~ ν∧μν∧μ  

and .~ 11 ν×μν×μ  
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Proof. We prove the proposition for the product, then the intersection 
follows mutatis mutandis. Let ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).1111 bxba ν∧μ>ν∧μ  Suppose first 

that ( ) ( ).11 yx ν≥μ  By equivalence, ( ) ( ).yb ν>ν  Let nBBB ⊂⊂⊂ 10  

be a flag for .11 ν×μ  Let i be the least positive integer such that ( ) ., iByx ∈  

Let kj β′∧λ′  be the pin corresponding to .iB  Then ( ) ( )yxkj 11 ν∧μ=β′∧λ′  

( ) .1 ky β′=ν≥  So kj β′≥λ′  implies kj β≥λ  by hypothesis. Also, there exist 

subscripts s and t such that ( ) ( ) ( ) ,111 kts yba β′=ν>ν∧μ=β′∧λ′  implying 

that ks β′≥λ′  which implies ( ) ( )ya ks ν=β>λ=μ  by hypothesis, and 

( ) ( )yb ν>ν  by equivalence. Thus ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).yxba ν∧μ>ν∧μ  Similarly if 

( ) ( ).11 yx ν≤μ  It is also clear that ( ) 0, =ν×μ yx  if and only if ( )yx,11 ν×μ  

.0=  This completes the proof. 

4. Sum and Quotients Under Equivalence 

In this section, we show that the sum preserves equivalence under the 
conditions of the previous section. We also show that one of the quotients 
preserves equivalence unconditionally, and that a second quotient preserves 
equivalence under the conditions of the previous section. 

1° Sums under equivalence: 

Proposition 4.1. Let 1~ μμ  and 1~ νν  with ( ) ( )μ<ν mincomaxco  

and ( ) ( ).mincomaxco 11 μ<ν  Then .~ 11 ν+μν+μ  

Proof. Let ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).yx ν+μ>ν+μ  Then there exist 2121 ,,, yyxx  such 

that ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),2121 yyRHSxxLHS ν∧μ=>ν∧μ=  where 21 xxx +=  and 

.21 yyy +=  Suppose that ( ) ( ) .021 >ν∧μ yy  Assume ( ) ( ) =ν∧μ 21 yy  

( ).2yν  Then ( ) ( )2121 yx ν>ν  by equivalence. If ( ) ( ),2111 yx ν≤μ  then 

( ) 121 =ν y  by the maxco-minco property of the hypothesis. This is obviously 

impossible. Thus ( ) ( ).2111 yx ν>μ  Hence ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).11112111 yyxx ν∧μ>ν∧μ  

So ( )( ) ( )( ).1111 yx ν+μ>ν+μ  
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Suppose ( ) ( ) ( ).121 yyy μ=ν∧μ  An argument similar to the above shows 

that ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).1111 yx ν+μ>ν+μ  Next, assume that ( ) ( ) .021 =ν∧μ yy  

Clearly, ( ) ( ) .02111 =ν∧μ yy  Thus ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).0 1111 yx ν+μ=>ν+μ  This 
completes the proof. 

Proposition 4.2. Let 1~ μμ  and 1~ νν  such that ki β>λ  if and only 

if ki β′>λ′  and ki β<λ  if and only if ,ki β′<λ′  where iiii β′βλ′λ ,,,  are 
pins in the keychains of ,,,, 11 ννμμ  respectively. Then .~ 11 ν+μν+μ  

Proof. Let ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).1111 ba ν+μ>ν+μ  Then there exist 21, aa  with =a  

21 aa +  and 21, bb  with 21 bbb +=  such that ( ) ( ) ( ) ∧μ>ν∧μ 112111 baa  

( ).21 bν  First, suppose ( ) ( ) ( ).212111 bbb ν=ν∧μ  If ( ) ,021 ≠ν b  then ( ) >ν 2a  

( )2bν  by equivalence, and ( ) ( ) ki ba β′=ν>μ=λ′ 2111  which implies ki β>λ  

by hypothesis. Thus ( ) ( ),21 ba ν>μ  hence ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).2121 bbaa ν∧μ>ν∧μ  If 

( ) ,021 =ν b  then ( ) 02 =ν b  by equivalence; thus ( ) ( ) ( ) ∧μ>ν∧μ 121 baa  
( ).2bν  

Next, suppose ( ) ( ) ( ).112111 bbb μ=ν∧μ  An argument similar to the 

above shows that ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).2121 bbaa ν∧μ>ν∧μ  The fact that the two sums 

have the same support is clear. Thus ( )( ) ( )( ).ba ν+μ>ν+μ  This completes 
the proof. 

Example 4.3. Let 12Z=G  and define νμμ ,, 1  and 1ν  by their pinned-
flags, respectively, as follows: 

51
12

21
4

107
2

10: ZZZ ⊂⊂⊂μ  and ,0: 61
12

31
4

43
2

1
1 ZZZ ⊂⊂⊂μ  

51
12

53
6

65
3

10: ZZZ ⊂⊂⊂ν  and .0: 61
12

21
6

32
3

1
1 ZZZ ⊂⊂⊂ν  

It is easily checked that 1~ μμ  and .~ 1νν  Also, the conditions of the 
above proposition are satisfied. Thus we expect equivalence to be preserved 

by the sum. ν+μ  and 11 ν+μ  are, respectively, given by 107
2

10: Z⊂ν+μ  

,21
12

65
6 ZZ ⊂⊂  .0: 31

12
32

6
43

2
1

11 ZZZ ⊂⊂⊂ν+μ  Thus indeed ν+μ  

.~ 11 ν+μ  
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Proposition 4.4. Let 1~ μμ  and 1~ νν  such that all 4 fuzzy subgroups 

have the same flag. Suppose also that the keychain of each fuzzy subgroup 
has no repeating nonzero non-unit pins. Then .~ 11 ν+μν+μ  

Proof. Let ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).yx ν+μ>ν+μ  Then there exist 2121 ,,, yyxx  such 

that ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),2121 yyRHSxxLHS ν∧μ=>ν∧μ=  where 21 xxx +=  and 

.21 yyy +=  Suppose that ( ) ( ) .021 >ν∧μ yy  Assume ( ) ( ) =ν∧μ 21 yy  

( ).2yν  Then ( ) ( )2121 yx ν>ν  by equivalence. Let nHHH ⊂⊂⊂ 10  be 

a flag for all 4 fuzzy subgroups. If ,1−−∈ ii HHy  then jHx ∈  for .ij <  

Thus ( ) ( ).1111 yx ν+μ≥ν+μ  If ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),21112111 yyxx ν∧μ=ν∧μ  then 

from the hypothesis about pins and equivalence, we get a contradiction of    
the assumption about the sum. Thus ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).1111 yx ν+μ>ν+μ  The case 

( ) ( ) 0=ν+μ y  is easy. It is also clear that ( ) ( ) 0=ν+μ a  if and only if 

( ) ( ) .011 =ν+μ a  Hence .~ 11 ν+μν+μ  Analogously we state without 

proof 

Proposition 4.5. Let 1~ μμ  and 1~ νν  such that all 4 fuzzy subgroups 

have the same flag. Suppose also that ji β=λ  if and only if ,ji β′=λ′  where 

jjii β′βλ′λ ,,,  are pins in the keychains of ,,,, 11 ννμμ  respectively, for 

....,,1,0 ni =  Then .~ 11 ν+μν+μ  

2° Quotients under equivalence: 

Definition 4.6. (1) Suppose μ and ν are two fuzzy subgroups of G. Then 
the fuzzy quotient νμ  is defined as a fuzzy subgroup of the quotient group 

( )νcoreG  given by ( ) ( )( ) { ( ) ( ) ( ) acorexcoreaacorex ,:sup ν=νμ=ννμ  

},G∈  [5], [6], [15]. 

(2) Suppose μ and ν are two fuzzy subgroups of G. Then the fuzzy             
p-quotient νμ  is defined as a fuzzy subset of the group G given by 

( ) ( ) ( ){ },:sup μ∈ν=νμ λλ axax  where ( ) ( )xaxa +−ν∧λ=νλ  [4]. 
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It is easily checked that the fuzzy p-quotient is given by ( ) ( ) =νμ x  

( ) ( ){ }. supp:sup μ∈+−ν∧μ axaa  

Proposition 4.7. Let 1~ μμ  and .~ 1νν  Then for the fuzzy quotient, we 

have .~ 11 νμνμ  

Proof. Let ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ).ννμ>ννμ coreycorex  There exist 11, yx  such 

that ( ) ( ),1 ν=ν corexcorex  ( ) ( )ν=ν coreycorey1  and ( ) ( ).11 yx μ>μ  By 

equivalence, ( ) ( )1111 yx μ>μ  and ( ) ( ).1ν=ν corecore  Since ( )11 νμ  

( )( ) ( ),111 ycorey μ=ν⋅  it follows that ( ) ( )( ) ( )1111 νμ>ννμ corex  

( )( ).ν⋅ corey  It is also immediate that ( ) ( )( ) 0=ννμ corex  if and only if 

( ) ( )( ) .011 =ννμ corex  Thus .~ 11 νμνμ  

Proposition 4.8. The fuzzy p-quotient ( ) ( ) ( ){ }μ∈ν=νμ λλ axax :sup  

is a fuzzy subgroup of G. 

Proof. See [4]. 

Proposition 4.9. If ,suppsupp μ⊂ν  then the fuzzy p-quotient 

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

( )⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

=μ

>μν+μ
=νμ

.00

,0

xif

xifx
x  

Since the sum of fuzzy subgroups does not in general preserve 
preferential equality, it follows that the fuzzy p-quotient does not in general 
preserve preferential equality. 

Proposition 4.10. Let 1~ μμ  and 1~ νν  with ( ) ( )μ<ν mincomaxco  

and ( ) ( ).mincomaxco 11 μ<ν  Then, for the fuzzy p-quotient, .~ 11 νμνμ  

Proof. Let ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).yx νμ>νμ  There exist μ∈  supp, ba  such that 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).ybbxaa +−ν∧μ>+−ν∧μ  Suppose ( ) ( ) ( ).bybb μ=+−ν∧μ  For 

( ) ,0>μ b  we have ( ) ( )ba 11 μ>μ  by equivalence. Also, ( ) ( )byb μ≥+−ν  

and ( ) ( )bxa μ>+−ν  imply that ( ) ( )yaxa +−ν==+−ν 1  by the maxco-
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minco property. Thus, by equivalence, ( ) ( ).1 11 yaxa +−ν==+−ν  This 

implies that ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).1111 ybbxaa +−ν∧μ>+−ν∧μ  For ( ) ,0=μ b  we 

have ( ) 01 =μ b  and ( ) 0>+−ν xa  imply ( ) .01 >+−ν xa  Therefore, ( )a1μ  

( ) ( ) ( ).111 ybbxa +−ν∧μ>+−ν∧  Next, suppose ( ) ( ) =+−ν∧μ ybb  

( ).yb +−ν  Equivalence implies ( ) ( ).1 ybxa +−ν>+−ν  ( ) 0>μ a  implies 

( ) 01 >μ a  by equivalence. Thus ( ) ( )yba +−ν>μ 11  by the maxco-minco 

property. Hence ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),1111 ybbxaa +−ν∧μ>+−ν∧μ  implying ( )11 νμ  

( ) ( ) ( ).11 yx νμ>⋅  It is clear that ( ) ( ) 0=νμ x  if and only if ( ) ( )x11 νμ  

.0=  This completes the proof. 

Proposition 4.11. (1) Let 1~ μμ  and 1~ νν  such that ki β>λ  if and 

only if ki β′>λ′  and ki β<λ  if and only if ,ki β′<λ′  where ,, ii λ′λ  ii β′β ,  

are pins in the keychains of ,,,, 11 ννμμ  respectively. Then for the fuzzy 

p-quotient, we have .~ 11 νμνμ  

(2) Let 1~ μμ  and 1~ νν  such that all 4 fuzzy subgroups have the 

same flag. Suppose also that the keychain of each fuzzy subgroup has distinct 
nonzero non-unit pins. Then, for the fuzzy p-quotient, .~ 11 νμνμ  

(3) Let 1~ μμ  and 1~ νν  such that all 4 fuzzy subgroups have the 

same flag. Suppose also that ji β>λ  if and only if ,ji β′=λ′  where ,, ii λ′λ  

jj β′β ,  are pins in the keychains of ,,,, 11 ννμμ  respectively, for =i  

....,,1,0 n  Then, for the fuzzy p-quotient, .~ 11 νμνμ  

The proofs for the above three facts are straightforward and thus omitted. 

Proposition 4.12. Let 1~ μμ  and 1~ νν  such that ⊂⊂⊂ 1
10 G  

GGn =  and GHH n =⊂⊂⊂ 1
10  are the flags for μ and ν, respectively. 

Let i be the least positive integer such that ,ii HG ≠  and suppose 

( ) ( )ν>μ maxcominco  and ( ) ( )11 maxcominco ν>μ  from the ith component 
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on. Assume that the nonzero non-unit pins for each keychain are distinct at 
all kth positions for .ik <  Then (i) ;~ 11 ν∧μν∧μ  (ii) ;~ 11 ν×μν×μ  

(iii) ;~ 11 ν+μν+μ  (iv) for the fuzzy p-quotient, we have .~ 11 νμνμ  

Proof. The proof combines earlier propositions. 

Example 4.13. Let 72Z=G  and define νμμ ,, 1  and 1ν  by their pinned-

flags, respectively, as follows: 

0
72

51
24

41
12

31
6

21
2

10: ZZZZZ ⊂⊂⊂⊂⊂μ  

and 

,0: 0
72

71
24

61
12

51
6

43
2

1
1 ZZZZZ ⊂⊂⊂⊂⊂μ  

101
72

81
36

71
18

61
6

65
2

10: ZZZZZ ⊂⊂⊂⊂⊂ν  

and 

.0: 121
72

111
36

101
18

41
6

87
2

1
1 ZZZZZ ⊂⊂⊂⊂⊂ν  

It is easily checked that 1~ μμ  and .~ 1νν  Also, the conditions of the 

above proposition are satisfied with .3=i  Thus we expect equivalence to be 
preserved by the operations. We check only the fuzzy sum. ν+μ  and 

11 ν+μ  are, respectively, given by 51
24

41
12

31
6

65
2

10: ZZZZ ⊂⊂⊂⊂ν+μ  

71
72Z⊂  and 101

72
71

24
61

12
41

6
87

2
1

11 0: ZZZZZ ⊂⊂⊂⊂⊂ν+μ  showing 

that the sum preserves equivalence. 

In conclusion, we may also have other combinations of the propositions 
analogous to the above. For example, we may combine the maxco-minco 
property with the property “ ji β>λ  if and only if ji β′>λ′ ” to have a more 

complex proposition. Further, we may also combine all conditions discussed 
in this paper to give an even better proposition involving preservation of 
preferential equality by operations. Finally, it is also possible to change the 
order of combinations to arrive at useful propositions and examples. For 
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example, we may start with the minco-maxco property, follow it with the 
condition of the same components and then other conditions may be added 
towards the end. However, to keep the paper brief and interesting, we omit 
such elaborate combinations. 
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